ILKLEY GOLF CLUB DRESS CODE
The general principle is that all golfers will conform to high dress standards both on and off the
course at all times whilst at the Club.
It is therefore important that levels of dress are clearly defined for all, both in the Clubhouse and on
the Course.
It is appreciated that there are gender differences in terms of dress and where these are not specified
then the “equivalent” for the other gender applies.
The following rules are intended to guide Members, guests and visitors. Club staff are instructed to
approach those who are not adhering to the Dress Code and authorised to ask them to leave the
Clubhouse or Course if they are not dressed appropriately. Everyone is asked to conform to the spirit
and intent of the Dress Code thereby avoiding embarrassing situations.
Dress Code for the Clubhouse is addressed first, followed by Dress Code for the Course.

CLUBHOUSE
Every Day
Casual dress (see definition above), neat and tidy, is appropriate for every day wear in the Clubhouse
if not golfing or not attending a designated function/event.
Specifics
Tops
Collared and golf specific round necked tops (tucked in at the waist for men) and smart sweaters
including polo necks are acceptable.
T-shirts, track suits, rugby or football shirts and vests are not allowed.
Acceptable, recognised golf attire (dry) may be worn in public rooms at non-function times.
Golf outerwear (waterproofs and windproofs) and golf shoes must not be worn in the Clubhouse other
than in the locker rooms and the “19th".
Trousers
Tailored trousers, suit trousers or slacks (eg wool/cotton trousers, chinos) or tailored shorts are to be
worn. Ladies may wear Capris.
Blue denim jeans, combat/cargo/beach/board trousers and sweat pants are not to be worn.
Socks
If wearing socks with shorts these should be knee length or ankle socks, white or matching the
shirt/shorts or “Trainer socks” (socks below the ankle).

Shoes
Casual leisure shoes (eg boat shoes, moccasins and loafers or canvas shoes) are acceptable with or
without socks.
No open toed sandals or shoes for men. Trainers and flip flops are not to be worn at all.
Headwear
Caps and hats are not normally to be worn in the Clubhouse. Specific functions may allow.

Dress Code Exception – Card Room
The exception to the foregoing is:In the CARD ROOM, Smart category attire (Jacket & Tie/ Lady’s equivalent) MUST be worn after
19:30 unless otherwise specifically stated. (e.g. If a specific dress category is designated for a
function/event that includes the Card Room.)

COURSE
Recognised golfing attire is required for all players.
Golf shoes must be worn. Gentlemen must wear socks.
For Ladies, golf dresses, Capris, shorts and skorts are permitted.
Golf shirts are to be tucked in at the waist for gentlemen; not for ladies with tailored shirts.
If wearing tailored shorts, socks should be knee length or ankle socks, white or matching the
shirt/shorts or Trainer socks.
Plus-2s and Plus-4s with long socks are permitted for gentlemen.
Denim, tracksuits, combat/cargo/beach/board trousers, sweat pants, T-shirts, rugby/football shirts,
vests and trainers are not permitted on the course at any time.
If caps are worn on the course, peaks must be to the front.

